GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHT

BEBE VIO: A CHAMPION IN LIFE AND SPORT

Beatrice Maria Adelaide Marzia Vio, better known as Bebe, is the defending
Paralympic and world foil champion.

Today in the valley
COOKING IN THE SQUARE

PIAZ DE RAMON - MOENA AT 10.00 A.M.
If you are a passionate food lover, do not miss the execution, in the
heart of the village, of a traditional receipt: tradition and taste on the
plate.

A COLOURFUL HOLIDAY

PALADOLOMITES - CAMPESTRIN AT 5.00 P.M.
The artist Marta Sasso proposes an Art workshop for children on
painting and fantasy (minimum age: 6 years old; max. 25 children; free
of charge).

MARMOLADA ON WAR

PARISH THEATRE - CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.
The mountain guide Luigi Felicetti tells about the important stages of
the First World War on the Queen of the Dolomites.

She is a Paralympic Fencing talent, but also one of the most appreciated
characters among young people and not only. Bebe Vio, twenty years old,
from Venezia, is an athlete, a writer, a TV presenter ("La Vita è una
figata", in English "Life is awesome" – on the Italian TV channel Rai Uno)
and, above all, the symbol of an iron will that overpasses all difficulties.
Bebe is the protagonist of the tonight event, at 9.00 p.m. by the cinema
theatre Marmolada in Canazei, with her teammates of the Paralympic
Fencing National team that is training in Val di Fassa, looking to the next
important international competitions. Bebe narrates the extraordinary
story of her rebirth, after that meningitis struck her at the age of 11,
depriving her of her arms and legs, in front of a crowd composed by,
above all, the huge number of youths taking part in the sport and
entertainment courses of "La Gazzetta Summer Camp".

Itineraries
TO THE BOUNDARY STONE BETWEEN MOENA AND
SORAGA
This easy walk starts in Moena, from the square Piaz de Ramon:
follow the street towards Soraga, till you find the stairway leading
to Someda hamlet on the right side. Walk upwards along the street
Strada de Someda till the small square of San Rocco’s Church. Turn
left on the road that faces the beautiful peaks of Catinaccio and
Sassolungo. The road turns into a dirt road and leads, ascending
slightly, to Soraga. When you reach the new roundabout in Pezzè
you will see a little stream that indicates the antique boarder
between the ancient Prince-Bishoprics of Trento and Bressanone.
Here is the boundary stone. Now cross Soraga "Alta" and descend
through Troi de Palua to the river park. Cross the bridge and go
back to Moena along the cycle lane.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 4 AT 8.00 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

CLIMBING FOR THE FIRST TIME
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE WITH THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES,
DEDICATED TO THE BEGINNERS OF THIS SPORT. ENROLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
JULY 4 AT 8.30 A.M. - LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES

A STROLL THROUGH THE ASPECTS AND CURIOSITIES ABOUT LIFE AT
ALTITUDE IN THE SUROUNDINGS OF JUMELA (EXCURSION AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
The volunteer fire-fighters department of the Province of Trento
counts 223 teams in 13 districts, with more than 5000 members,
continuing an ancient tradition of solidarity of people living in the
mountains. The sections of Soraga, Vigo, Pozza, Mazzin, Campitello,
and Canazei are part of the District of Fassa. To become a firefighter you have to overcome a medical examination and aptitude
tests; fire-fighters have been trained adequately and offer
voluntarily their time and their skills. Each team is headed by a
commander and a deputy commander.

JULY 4 AT 9.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

THROUGH THE WATERS OF SELLA
DISCOVERING THE WATERFALLS THAT IRRIGATE THE FAMOUS MASSIF
OF THE DOLOMITES (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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